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Would a $400,000 Pick 6 paycheck change your life? Can your $32 ticket beat out a syndicates

$12,000 wager? Are you making the smartest Pick 6 play possible? Would you be content earning a

six-figure income at the racetrack: year after year? This book can pay for itself, your retirement,

AND your house! It is not a handicapping book, and it's not a "system." It is a book about learning

how to routinely win monster Pick 6 paychecks. A one-of-a-kind book with 397 pages dedicated to

horse racing's ultimate wager. If you want to become wealthy playing the horses, the ONLY way to

do so is to become a Pick 6 winner. A repeat Pick 6 winner. If you're a consistent loser at the

racetrack, here is your opportunity to turn it all around and become that winner: a BIG winner... fast!

Millions of horseplayers simply just don't get it. They are losers. They fritter their money away on

Exactas, Superfectas, Super High Fives and the lowly Show wager. Playing those "fun" wagers

drains their bank account. They certainly aren't the wagers big winners play. Readers of How to

WIN the PICK 6 are going to "get it." They are going to learn how to stop being losers and how to

become winners. Isn't that what you want? Readers will be educated and mentored to put winning

selections on Pick 6 tickets ranging from $16 to several hundred dollars. They will be shown the

amazing 3% Solution, the eye-opening 30/30/40 Rule, and other novel Pick 6 strategies to guide

them toward a life of financial freedom. Author Steven Kolb's goal is to have his readers rid

themselves of their loser label. If you want to be in the Winners Circle you'll need to learn how to

play the Pick 6, when to play the Pick 6, where to play the Pick 6, and what to do once you start

cashing in on five- and six-figure Pick 6 paychecks. All the answers to the Pick 6 puzzle are in this

book; as well as lots of humor, stories, quotes and facts. It's time. It's time to stop squandering away

your wagering capital. It's time to put on your thinking cap. It's time to make the decision that you

really want to be a winner. It's time to start making money - BIG money - at the racetrack. It's time to

admit that the best way to make that big money is by winning the Pick 6 again and again. It's time

for you to conquer horse racing's ultimate wager. It's time to win the Pick 6! Horse racing is a

fasinating sport. Enjoy your day at the races, and with a Pick 6 pinch of luck - you just might win one

of those monster Pick 6 paychecks!
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Handicapping books are characterized by amateur authors telling their stories through examples

and analysis. Many are poorly written and overly repetitive. How to Win the Pick 6 by Steven Kolb

carries many of the characteristics of basic handicapping books. There are several misspellings and

some concepts are presented repeatedly. Overall, I found the book thought provoking and

stimulating. I learned several new concepts as the author presented his unique research which

brought me to a new understanding of horse racing's Pick 6 wager.Kolb takes the reader on a

voyage through his experience as a Pick 6 handicapper. He starts raw and unskilled, but lucky. His

luck changes and he is forced to analyze his losses toward improvement. The book appears to be

written over a seven year period with data from 2002 and 2008, but no explanation for the

intervening years. Kolb starts his wagers using morning line and makes improvements in

handicapping which are not covered in the book. A second book is mentioned as a potential project.

This is not a book about picking winners or handicapping individual races.Kolb's insight to the Pick 6

wager adds value to the reader. He gives basic factual evidence supporting his basic premise to

ratio favorites, short-priced horses and long-shots. He uses vignettes for examples of successful

wagers. The problem here is some loss of credibility because most wagers end up as documented

successes. Then again, readers will not be interested in tickets with zero or one successful

selection.Experienced readers may be skeptical of the results claimed in the book. Other reviewers



cite long losing streaks associated with low probability wagers.

Guarantee the prospective buyer will be informed and learn from this review.What the author

doesn't tell you is: Let's say you're able to pick the winner of the race 50% of the time, not going that

deep on your ticket so it may look like this: 1x2x2x2x3x4 = $192. Now guess how often this ticket

will win the pick-6 with a 50% chance of hitting each leg; A. 11.2% B. 6.1% C. 3.9% or D. 1.5%. Also

try to guess what your worst losing run could be with a sample size of 10,000 such bets. The

answer's down below.The pros and cons of the book. Repetitive, could have been reduced from

400 to 200 pages. Highly questionable advice in spots. Incomplete. Do you save/hedge in leg 5-6?

The first leg is a maiden with half the field first-time-starters.Do you use bet action & body

language? Track bias leading up to first leg not mentioned. Some reviewers complain this book

doesn't address picking winners. Hello. Earth to reviewers. This book is about the betting aspect of

the game. You'd swear the author has a hidden agenda to draw players into the pick-6 pools to help

swell pool size.The thinking methodology and mental anguish of the pick-6 player not really

covered.The author's 30/30/40 rule has no wager value and is worthless common currency.Pros:

The one positive tenet that hits home that even an advanced player can learn from is the author has

and advises to have a PLAN. The stories are fun to read.This book is from a Pick 6 Bettor that treats

it like a business. It's written in very simple English.Is anyone getting `fat' in the highly efficient win,

exacta or double pools?Taxes, signers and the consolation formula are nicely addressed.
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